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The LSAT's logic games are easier than you think, and this book is designed to prove it. Nathan regularly sees the biggest improvement from his students on this section, and in his down-to-earth, irreverent style, he'll show you how to see through the BS and start learning how to crush the logic games. The formula is simple: First, you'll attempt a game on your own. Then, Nathan will walk you step-by-step through a full solution to every question, showing you how you can be 100 percent certain of each answer. You'll also have opportunities to practice each game again on your own, and through repetition, you'll start spotting the recurring patterns. Nathan will demonstrate the best ways to prioritize your time on the logic games so you can focus your energy on the truly challenging questions. No nonsense. No made-up trademarked buzzwords. No confusing jargon. And best of all, no pulled punches. So grab a pencil and crack this book. Let's get it on.
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**Customer Reviews**

I had heard about this new book on the Thinking LSAT podcast. It was a week before the test, so debated purchasing it because I didn't feel I had enough time to make it worthwhile, but I did (with express shipping). Within 5 minutes of reading it, I had an epiphany about the kind of game I struggle with most. The grouping technique is amazing and now I am no longer struggling with that type of game. So, thank you for that!!

Great book that does a lot of the heavy lifting for you. The scaffolding of games in this book - from
easy to difficult - is spot on. The author, Nathan Fox, teaches you tricks along the way to add to your toolbox. If you follow the book’s recommendations for use, you get exposed to a game you may be unfamiliar with or a new strategy, attempt to solve, read the explanations, and then drill. This really helps you to retain what you've learned and added bonus, you'll see your speed increase once you start internalizing these games. With the drilling practice you will find that you are gradually better equipped to tackle increasingly more difficult games. Can't imagine organizing a better sequence for learning the games than Nathan has here. Let Nathan, who is an expert at this, guide you. And soon you'll be killing the games as well.

Was looking to get detailed breakdown of various logic game question. Exactly what is provided. Nate’s style has a few explicatives and helps me understand how to do the problems. A lot better than just getting a practice book or stuffy LSAC books, and way cheaper than a class. If you want a good workbook to coach you through logic games, this is it. I like that it includes a total of 3 copies of the various work problems. Try it once blind, see Nate’s explanation, then come back to practice again. Very convenient to have it all in one.

Nathan Fox is the most thoughtful LSAT instructor and LSAT author out there. In this Logic Games Playbook, he includes space for extra practice, which is immensely beneficial to practicing games an additional two times. I also love the organization (five groups of six games) which makes it easier for a self-studier to break down the sections. The prose and pictures are incredibly clear; I did not once have to flip the book upside down or left-to-right to make sense of the diagrams; they are all very easy to understand, even for someone like me who has trouble with the most basic visuals. I would recommend all of Nathan Fox's books to the novice and expert alike. He is hands-down the clearest and most candid LSAT author (and instructor) around.
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